Review: Roadburn Saturday 11th April 2015
By Adrien Begrand
A stark contrast to the glorious summerlike weather on Friday afternoon, the
denizens of Weirdo Canyon were
greeted by a cool, wet, kind of
miserable-looking Saturday. If it wasn’t
raining it was blustery, but Roadburn is
all about experiencing live music in dark
rooms of varying dankness, so it’s not as
if the dreary weather mattered much. If
anything, the cooler weather helped
make all rooms comfortable again after a
night that saw the Green Room become
a veritable cauldron.
However, looking at those dark grey
skies, yours truly felt a little bad for
playing up the potential sun-drenched
environment at Botanist’s Patronaat
show in yesterday’s Dispatch. The room
was fairly dark at three in the afternoon,
for crying out loud. Nevertheless, the
Bay Area band’s melodies sounded
powerful in the stained-glass mottled
hall, the unique hammered dulcimers
matching the blastbeats step for step, the
hooded members of the band countering
such gravitas with plenty of black metal
campiness.

Saturday was a very big day in the main
theatre especially, every band a mustsee, starting with Goblin’s sensational
live soundtrack performance of George
Romero’s seminal zombie flick Dawn Of
The Dead. The relaxed, mostly seated
crowd applauded Claudio Simonetti’s
classic compositions repeatedly, and that
admiration was accepted gracefully by
Simonetti.
Enslaved followed the previous night’s
show with a completely different set –
new track “Daylight” was a big highlight
– but as great as the Norwegians were,
Acid Witch’s gregarious American
heavy metal was a blast, and Sun
Worship’s (metaphorical) decimation of
the Green Room was the most pleasant
surprise of Roadburn so far.

Brooklyn’s Tombs sounded utterly
devastating in the Patronaat – which in
turn makes one wish their albums
captured that intensity – while the 013
Main Stage was figuratively, and quite
literally abuzz thanks to the groovy,
dilapidated psychedelic rock by London
favourites The Heads. The sludgy furor
of Black Anvil exploding out of the
Green Room differed greatly from Kayo
Dot’s haunting sounds wafting down the
stairways of the Patronaat.

The fact that Fields Of The Nephilim
ended a little earlier than the allotted 110
minutes meant more people would be
spilling into the Green Room next door,
and indeed the room was overflowing,
most in the lineup content to just listen
to the atmospheric black metal of local
favourites Urfaust via the outside PA.
Not long after, right at midnight, art rock
duo Zombi made their much anticipated
Roadburn debut. Bass/keyboard whiz
Steve Moore and drummer Anthony
Paterra have always shown great
chemistry on record, but live it’s amped
up even more, the pair gracefully
showing such tremendous depth and
range for something so minimal.
Whether it was John Carpenter-inspired
material or a wickedly cool Moroder
motorik, Zombi, probably the loudest
band on the Main Stage so far this year,
packed a mighty, synthesized wallop.

There were a few tweaks to Fields Of
The Nephilim’s second Roadburn setlist,
the show extended by a handful of
songs, about half an hour more than the
previous night. What had not changed,
however, was the bracing power this
veteran band exudes, Nephilim’s
influence on the black metal genre more
than apparent in a live setting. Classics
like
“Dawnrazor,”
“Moonchild,”
“Psychonaut” led the way, building up to
a big climax on the glorious “Last Exit
For The Lost.”

On a chilly night that felt like the coldest
at Roadburn in ages, a far cry from the
sunny, exhilarating warmth a day earlier,
the sheer diversity and talent of
Roadburn’s Saturday made the shivery
walk home well worth it.
– Adrien Begrand

Sunday Daily Picks
Walter Hoeijmakers - Anathema's Resonance set. I have been in love with
Anathema since the very beginning, and their headline performance on Sunday is our
own “little” tribute to the band. I still need to pinch myself it's not a fever dream, as
the band is going to perform with both Duncan Patterson and Darren White, their
crucial early members. The fact that I needed to keep quiet about this show for almost
five months only adds to the feverish anticipation.
Jurgen Van Den Brand - I used to be a big fan of early Anathema, starting with
Pentecost III (still my favourite) up until A Fine Day To Exit. Lost them at the Pink
Floyd influenced albums after that. So a trip down memory lane with the old singer
and bass player? Yes please!
JJ Koczan - A particularly special day. I’ve been waiting years for Lo-Pan to make
their Roadburn debut and I’m not going to miss it. Couple that with Anathema and
The Golden Grass, Argus, Abrahma and Bongripper and it’s a better closeout for
Roadburn 2015 than I could’ve possibly asked to receive.
Lee Edwards - White Hills, their albums can suffer from “fillers” but live they’re
just a psyched out, rock n roll juggernaut that’s not to be missed, then Bast will bring
me back down to terra firma with their torturous sludge of blackened doom.
Paul Robertson - Terminal Cheesecake. Back in the day we used to call Terminal
Cheesecake's sound “arsequake,” and I'm sure you'll find out why. I was always an
admirer but never got a chance to see them so it'll be nice to finally rectify that.
Kim Kelly - The Golden Grass may hail from my neck of the woods (Brooklyn
represent!), but they may as well have been scientifically engineered to exemplify the
ultimate psychedelic bliss-out Afterburner band. See you there, dudes.
José Carlos Santos - Gnaw Their Tongues. Because Gnaw Their Tongues, damn it!
Horrible torture dungeon music I never expected to see live, and now it's happening –
can't wait to be subjected to the unimaginable sonic pain!

Adrien Begrand - The Osiris Club. After seeing Anathema and Goblin Sunday, be
sure to hang around for London’s The Osiris Club, who will be playing their quirky
blend of progressive rock and psychedelic rock. If you’re into King Crimson and
Hawkwind, this is a set you won’t want to miss.
Pete Green - Bongripper are, for my money, arguably the heaviest thing out there in
today's realm of atmospheric doom. Miserable is a harrowing, unforgiving wasteland of
an album; just perfect for a Sunday afternoon. Also Tweak Bird. The brothers Bird are
not the heaviest act on the bill, but their delicious interplay, the inspired, emotive and
often bizarre songwriting and THAT guitar tone are all perilously difficult to beat. Plus
Bast. From relative obscurity came the colossus of a record that is Spectres. If you want
to experience the perfect combination of black, doom and triumphant post-metal, Bast
are one of your must-see events for the weekend.
Andreas Kohl - Goblin. Afterburner, baby. The vibe that surrounds the Roadburn
Sunday with its calm atmosphere swirling around sonic hangover, fresh faces in the
crowd and the cold whisper in the neck saying it’s all gonna be over tomorrow will be
sonically illustrated by Goblin to perfection.
Becky Laverty - Gnaw Their Tongues - In many ways, this will be the last thing I
want to witness, yet, I am compelled to squeeze into Cul de Sac to see what happens.
Alex Mysteerie - Sunday always brings a strange mixture of contentment and
yearning, the mind torn between fresh memories and longing for next year. Bast,
Anathema, Gnaw Their Tongues (ouch!!) and The Osiris Club are my picks of the day,
with The Golden Grass, Izah and White Hills rounding up another magic RB!

Our Top 5 Picks For Roadburn 2016
Walter might have the final say, but you can always hope…
Adrien Begrand
1. Pinkish Black
2. Vattnet Viskar
3. Danko Jones (he’d be an amazing curator!)
4. Swervedriver
5. Tanya Tagaq

Jurgen Van Den Brand
1. Saint Vitus with Scott Reagers
2. The Amazing
3. Sannhet
4. Dead Neanderthals
5. zZz
Walter Hoeijmakers - 5 Artists To Further Roadburn’s Stylistic Reach
1. Phil Anselmo
2. Steven Wilson
3. Danko Jones
4. Erik Danielsson (Watain)
5. Hank III
Paul Robertson
1. King Crimson - Hey, you can always dream!
2. ZZ Top - See above
3. Loincloth - Because riffs and STEVE F***ING SHELTON
4. Vhӧl - THIS JUST SHOULD HAPPEN
5. Serpent Venom - It's about time, right?
Lee Edwards
1. Butthole Surfers - Although in reality I know this wouldn’t live up to expectations!
2. Serpent Venom - Like Paul said above!
3. Serpentine Path - Unearthly Trance, Ramesses & Winter, what’s not to love?
4. Author & Punisher - Tristan & his Drone Machines need to appear at Roadburn!
5. Årabrot - This band just slay live, nuff said!
JJ Koczan
1. Sleep curate
2. Ararat at Het Patronaat
3. YOB and Brothers Of The Sonic Cloth jointly covering Neurosis’ Through Silver
In Blood on the Main Stage. Both play individual sets as well
4. Cigale at Cul De Sac
5. Agree with Jurgen: Saint Vitus with Scott Reagers

Becky Laverty
1. Insect Ark - A just-discovered experimental project from NYC
2. Árstíðir Lífsins - I can’t pronounce the track names, but I do know they’re great
3. Anaal Nathrakh - Long term loves of mine that would go down really well here
4. Big Business - Big riffs, can’t go wrong
5. Serpentine Path - They’d slide right in perfectly at Roadburn
Alex Mysteerie
1. Liturgy
2. Dødsengel
3. Mare (Norway)
4. Callisto
5. Kontinuum
José Carlos Santos
1. A one-off Cathedral gig playing the 25-year-old Forest Of Equilibrium in its entirety
2. Gnaw
3. Planes Mistaken For Stars reunion
4. Pyramids' first live show
5. Autopsy
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Thank You & Good Night – Here’s To Roadburn 2016!
April 14th -17th 2016

